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or more than a decade, Bridging & Commercial
has been the go-to resource for specialist finance
news, features and updates. Our flagship website
has thrived throughout various economic and po-
litical changes and remains the reliable home ofF

the exclusive and breaking news for the discerning intermediary.

In January 2019, we published our very first issue of the Bridging
& Commercial Magazine in all its printed glory.

We promised to challenge the boundaries of what a trade publica-
tion can be; to elevate conversation from anecdotal to thoroughly
researched and interrogated; to showcase individuals and
companies in companies in ways never seen before; andnto give you a reason
to once again pore over a magazine — from cover to cover.

In our fourth year, we feel that we’ve delivered on these promises
and more. Our unwavering attention to detail, both aesthetic and
journalistic, got us shortlisted in the 2020 Property Press Awards
and earned us an early loyal following — one which we expect
to see grow steadily into 2022 and beyond through new
papartnerships.

The sector has trusted us with its most delicate and controversial
subject matters, safe in the knowledge that we give these impor-
tant topics the respect and treatment they deserve. Not ones to shy
away from digging deep, we’ve brought many a theme into the
light with the help and support of industry experts and you,
the reader. 

WWe want this magazine to continue to reflect our nuanced, intere-
sting market and its people, providing a true reflection of everything
there is to celebrate, work towards and stand together for.



PRINT                                  DIGITAL                        SOCIAL

The Bridging & Commercial Universe
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• Published six times per year
• Circulation is 2,200 per issue on average
• The digital version of the magazine gets
  approximately 3,000 reads in its month of release
• We promote the digital magazine via email
  marketing to a database of over 7,000
•• The magazine is shared via our B&C social media
  channels (Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram),
  encompassing 8,693 followers
• A proportion of the magazines are distributed at
  industry events and exhibitions (when possible)
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                  e are committed to providing our loyal readership with objective and original news stories that offer not only a deep insight
                  into the markets we report on, but something educational that intermediaries can learn from and which helps build their
                  knowledge. Our audience should understand that our decisions are not influenced by outside interests and trust us to be
fair, responsible and impartial. We are dedicated to achieving the highest standards of accuracy when looking to establish the truths of
stories. Our editorial values apply to all our content, whether created by us or industry contributors.

EaEach issue of the Bridging & Commercial Magazine will be written and edited exclusively by our dedicated in-house editorial team
and talented freelancers, to ensure it adheres to our house style and values. As a rule, we do not accept contributed content, unless
it is for our separate sponsored supplements and marked advertorials. Instead, we personally seek out relevant and knowledgeable 
professionals to give an expert perspective on specific areas of the market to help us with our article research. As a result, we have
full editorial control of the Bridging & Commercial Magazine. We endeavour to provide original and informative stories and features, 
all baall backed by either our own research, industry sentiment or official sources. We will avoid publishing quotes in our interviews as facts, 
which are based on rumour or information from other news outlets that cannot be substantiated.

Forward Features
We often get asked if we have a forward features list; however, we have decided to take the same stance as we do on 
bridgingandcommercial.co.uk by coming up with our timely feature ideas on an issue-by-issue basis. Our position on this is that we are 
known for capturing the exact mood of the bridging and commercial finance sectors, which can ultimately change at any moment owing 
to — among other possito — among other possible circumstances — unforeseen political, economic, regulatory and business-related changes. Our editorial 
team canvasses the market ahead of every magazine edition to find out what the most pertinent issues are for us to be reporting on. 
However, we have outlined the overarching theme for each issue in 2022, and welcome ideas throughout the year from all relevant 
companies and individuals within them which are a perfect fit for these topics.

W
Editorial Guidelines
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Production Schedule

Issue                           Theme

Jan/Feb 2021                                            15th Jan          20th Jan          Mid-Feb
 

Mar/Apr 2021                                          15th Mar        20th Mar         Mid-Apr

May/Jun2021                                           15th May        20th May         Mid-Jun

Jul/Aug 2021                                            15th Jul          20th Jul           Mid-Aug

Sep/Oct 2021                                            15th Sep         20th Sep         Mid-Oct

NNov/Dec 2021                                           15th Nov       20th Nov         Early Dec

Power List

Resi 
vs commercial 
& specialist BTL

Development 
& Planning

RegulRegulation

ESG

People

Booking
deadline

Copy
deadline

Release
date
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Breaking the Latest News & Exclusive Features
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What They Say

Alex Upton, Commercial Director of Development Finance, 
Hampshire Trust Bank: 
Bridging & Commercial Magazine continues to be an industry leader through
delivering deep insight and intelligent opinion, as well as rich content. The
bi-monthly format is not just a lovely thing to look at; the quality of editorial
and features, as well as a high-profile list of contributors, means it is a must-
rread for all those who have an interest in the commercial finance and short-
term lending sectors.

Nick Baker, Head of Intermediaries, Allica Bank:
The team at Medianett are at the forefront of our markets - always looking for
ways to delve deeper into the most pressing challenges we face and the opp-
ortunities ahead of us.  They are connect and informed, with their fingers
firmly on the pulse of the industry.

JJordan McBriar, Adapt Finance:
Medianett not only initially elevated our presence in the Specialist Finance
market but, due to their constant innovation, they have cemented it, too.
Everyone needs great people around them and in Caron, Beth and the rest of
the team, we have the best there are.

Kimberley Gates, Head of Strategic Partnerships, 
Sirius Property Finance:
BBridging & Commercial magazine has brought a fresh and vibrant offering to
the traditional selection of trade publications. The content is not only beautifully
presented, it consistently offers thought provoking and informative articles, as
well as bringing a social and human edge to what is, after all, a people and
relationship driven sector. A must read for myself and my colleagues at Sirius! 
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Rate Card

Advertorial + DPS advert
Inside back
DPS advert before & after cover story
DPS advert in the middle of cover story
First DPS advert pre-contents
Full page advert
DPSDPS
Half-page
Back cover
Inside front cover
Front cover package
 • Belly wrap
 • Insert
 • Edito • Editorial featured on cover
 • Branding on contents page
 • Full-page advert

Print inserts/outserts/belly wraps/barn-folds/false
covers – POA

All prices exclude VAT.
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Supplements & Special Publications

            ach issue of the magazine will be
            accompanied by an educational
supplement or similar, delivered in
partnership with some of the industry’s
most prevalent thought leaders. These
shorter publications will aim to lift the
lid on topics plid on topics previously explored or
introduced on the B&C website, or via
our sister publication, Development Finance
Today. 

We have paved the way in these niche areas
and it seems only right that we expand our
print offering to cover the burning issues
ththat exist in this part of the market, too.

We are open to collaborating on
different ideas that are of industry-wide
importance. Ideally, these takeaway
booklets will provide the perfect amount
of intense insight into a particular
product, both informing and improving
rreaders’ confidence in these areas.

£4,000 + VAT per sponsor
12/16 pp

Full-page advert inside front & back cover
Branding throughout

Content direction driven by you

E
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Advertorial

Sponsored advertorials are limited to
one client per issue, and include a DPS
advert before or after the feature.

Our editorial team will work to your
brief to put the advertorial article
together to ensure it offers maximum
edioediorial impact in line with your brand.
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Section Sponsorship
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ROLL-FOLD OR GATEFOLD

Special Advertising Options
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Interactive adverts add an extra special touch
to your marketing strategy. Print adverts can
be made interactive by including QR codes
that can relay important information about
you, yourteam or product offering from a 
reader's smartphone. This works especially 
wwell if your advertising features your BDMs, 
where they can talk directly to our readers 
in video format.

Get in touch for examples.

INTERACTIVE

Special Advertising Options
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Digital Magazine Advertising

We are keen to blur the lines between print
and digital advertising by offering innovative
ways to showcase your brand on both 
mediums. 

Considering the e-copy of the magazine
gets approximately 3,000 reads in its first month
of issue, transforming your full- or double-page
marketing into an interactive advert to capture
the attention of our readers is a unique way 
to make a statement. 

This works especially well for big launches/
announcements, events, rebrands and
milestones. Talk to us so that we can help 
you make your ideas a reality. 
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MOBILE

VIDEO

The Bridging & Commercial Universe

WEB
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EVENTS



t. 0203 818 0162
m. 07903 422 325
e. caron@medianett.co.uk

t. 0203 818 0169
m. 07946 368 001
e. andreea@medianett.co.uk

t. 0203 818 0165
m. 07786 430 949
e. beth@medianett.co.uk

Managing Director

Editor-in-chief

Senior Reporter

Caron Schreuder

Beth Fisher

Andreea Dulgheru

Say hello
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